ARM
Development Platform
C/C++ compiler
• Robust, compact and fast executing code
• Thumb2 instruction set
• VFP support
• Long-term support
The ARM GNU C/C++ compiler is the fastest build system on the market.
Furthermore, it can be started several times simultaneously for speeding
up the build process by parallel compilation processes.
The Development Platform consists of the following basic elements:
• C/C++ compiler with leading optimization technology
• Eclipse™ integrated development environment
• Universal Debug Engine
The ARM Development Platform is a well integrated joint product of
HighTec and PLS Development Tools. The platform can be extended
by the PXROS‑HR realtime 
operating system with integrated MPU
management.

Features
The Development Platform includes powerful wizards, and supports
different ARM Cortex-M3 and M4 derivatives. It manages the project
settings and the entire build process for compiler, assembler and linker.
• Project management
• Setup wizards
• Version control
PLS have integrated their UDE debugger into the standard Eclipse™
environment. Launching the debugger within Eclipse™ will open the
new UDE perspective with high-end debugging features.

The GNU compiler is fully EABI-compliant and conforms to all relevant
language and ISO standards.

Universal Debug Engine
For debugging and testing the applications, the Development Platform
includes a direct connection to the Universal Debug Engine (UDE) from
PLS. The UDE can be started with all necessary settings directly from the
IDE, thus hugely simplifying program function tests on the target hard‑
ware. The UDE, of course, also allows testing PXROS‑HR applications
with memory protection.
• Target access via JTAG and SWD
• FLASH programming
• Real time data monitoring and graphical view
• Execution time measurement
• Instruction pointer profiling
• Simulated I/O
• PXROS‑HR debug support

Debugger Hardware

• H
 igh speed host interfaces: USB 2.0, FireWire,
Ethernet-100MBit
• Support of latest Coresight debug features:
The Eclipse™-based ARM Development Platform allows the simple
definition of projects. After having selected a particular m
 icrocontroller
derivative, the generation of a project with a correct startup code,
the necessary hardware initialization, a valid memory layout, and the
corresponding header file for the names and bit fields of the peripheral
register can be prompted virtually at the push of a button. The project
contains a simple main function, which allows the implementation to be
started immediately.

•  Serial Wire Viewer (SWV)
•  Instrumentation Trace Macrocell (ITM)
•  Data Watchpoint and Trace (DWT)
• Coresight ETM trace

embedded applications with small amount of RAM.

PXROS‑HR

• Microkernel RTOS - No interrupt latency
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Hardware-based memory protection is realised by means of the
data protection registers and code protection registers of a memory
protection unit, and is individually adjustable for different privilege
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PXview allows a detailed view into a running PXROS‑HR application; the
system can be analysed by the debugger without having to stop the
application.

PXmon
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The user is thus provided with an effective tool for testing PXROS‑HR
based programs and optimising the performance parameters of the
PXmon
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application.

higher prioritised task. Interference with other tasks or
with real time behaviour is minimized.

Debugging and error diagnosis

The first operating mode uses a JTAG debugger for debugging the

PXosci
PXROS‑HR kernel.

Data gained by measurements within an application can
be visualised in an oscilloscope-style way. The functions
available within PXosci are similar to those of a digital
storage oscilloscope.

Monitoring Tools
For monitoring PXROS-HR applications different software
tools are available.

PXview
A graphic interface is used for visualising tracing information of PXROS-HR tasks and services such as scheduling,
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A graphic interface is used for visualising the tracing information of
PXROS‑HR tasks and services such as scheduling, message passing and
event handling.

The second operating mode enables debugging of reloadable PXROS‑HR
tasks. Since it is not desirable to halt the hardware in this case, d
 ebugging
of the application takes place via a debug monitor, which is integrated
into the target operating system. The monitor encapsulates task-specific
breakpoints, context handling and call stacks for the debugger, which is
largely transparent and can be addressed by means of a gdb-compatible
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plugins. Several display modes make PXosci a very efficient and versatile tool.
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